Proactive over reactive: the snare-based pretraction method improving the full-thickness resection of a large gastrointestinal stromal tumor

Although endoscopic resection methods such as endoscopic full-thickness resection (EFTR) are widely recommended for treatment of gastrointestinal submucosal tumors [1, 2], these techniques are technically difficult, mainly due to failure in detecting tumors after mucosal incision, difficulty in exposing the midfield of dissection, and risk of slippage of tumors after perforation [3]. To overcome the above obstacles, we established a snare-based pretraction (SBPT) method to facilitate efficiency and safety during EFTR of a large gastrointestinal stromal tumor (GIST) (▶ Video 1).

A 64-year-old woman with a large mass in the upper gastric body (▶ Fig. 1a) was referred for endoscopic treatment following endosonography confirmation of a GIST without lymph node involvement. The SBPT method was applied by looping a snare onto the top of the tumor, assisted by a clip (▶ Fig. 1b). As a result of the sufficient tension generated by tightening and pulling the snare, the mucosa was efficiently incised. As the submucosa was rapidly and safely dissected under continuous traction, the tumor was clearly presented partially invading into the muscularis propria. Full-thickness resection of the tumor was facilitated by the SBPT method (▶ Fig. 1c). Furthermore, as the tumor was always under traction from the snare, there was no risk of it falling into the abdominal cavity and the resected specimen was easily extracted by simply pulling the snare (▶ Fig. 1d). The perforation was reliably closed using several clips and two nylon rings (▶ Fig. 1e). The patient was discharged without adverse events.

Although many traction strategies are used to assist endoscopic resection of submucosal tumors, these methods are mainly applied passively to provide traction from a certain direction or at a certain stage during the procedure [4, 5]. Here, we adopted the active traction method with a snare being anchored to the tumor before the first incision. The technique easily exposed the hidden tumor, steadily maintained a good operating view, and provided flexible and continuous tension from multiple directions.
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Fig. 1 Snare-based pretraction method to assist endoscopic full-thickness resection of a large gastrointestinal stromal tumor. a Endoscopic view of the lesion in the gastric body. b The lesion was lifted up by the snare-based pretraction technique. c With the aid of the traction, the operating field was clearly presented, including the tumor invasion into the muscularis propria. d The resected tumor measured about 3 cm in diameter with a complete capsule. e The surgical defect containing a small perforation was reliably closed using the purse-string suturing technique.